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For all the fireworks Christian Fennesz throws on his guitar, it’s usually pretty easy to tell what’s
going on in his music. He’s not usually the shoegaze type who puts all manner of shit on his
guitar until it sounds like an indistinct blur. His music is all sharp edges and clear outlines, and
he has a pop-schooled knack for melody and shameless, maudlin emotional cues. It’s not for
nothing his best record shares a name with The Beach Boys hits compilation Endless Summer.

On Agora, some of the detail bleeds out in the wash. Blame circumstance: the Austrian lost his
studio for unclear reasons and was forced to move his musical equipment into his bedroom,
constructing music the same way as so many of the Bandcamp punks he inspired. Without the
benefit of state-of-the-art speakers, he was forced to mix the record on headphones. This is
stripped-down Fennesz, or at least as stripped-down as music where the effects are the
message can be.

The funny thing is it works. Without sterling castles of sound design to hide in, Fennesz is forced
to let the melodic and harmonic cues do most of the heavy lifting. There are so many moments
where a ringing chord punctures the atmosphere and we feel the same oomph as when Brian
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Wilson happens across the perfect chord progression on Pet Sounds (the first track, inevitably, is
called “In My Room”). It’s the notes he plays, not the sounds, that make Agora work so well.

The four tracks here are all centered around coursing drones that occupy the dead center of the
stereo field, like the rail in a shooter game. In the background Fennesz lets his chords ooze
primordially and melt into each other. There’s more rhythm than usual: “In My Room” revolves
around a malevolent shifting sound that functions much like a 4/4 kick drum, and the clanging
sequencers of the latter half of “Rainfall” resemble both a cop-show theme and a train rolling by.

There’s a lot of distortion that might bring Sunn O))) to mind, but while noisy ambient albums
like this can be distractingly loud and seem to dream of being heavy metal records, Agora
doesn’t trade in menace or brute force. More than anything else, it creates a sorrowful sense of
isolation. That’s where the comparatively indistinct sound design is useful. Everything seems to
be heard through a wall of thunderclouds or perhaps the walls of the guitarist’s lonely bedroom.

In his Bandcamp statement, Fennesz claims “I didn’t even have the courage to plug in all the gear
and instruments which were at my disposal.” One wonders what kind of album he might’ve
made if he had. Though this is some of the most wrenching music in the man’s catalog, it’s also
the muddiest and least musically interesting. Even if it might not have been a better one, the
album he could’ve made is an inconvenient shadow hovering over the one he ended up making.

https://youtu.be/Ebid8PRENuM
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